
First People Scavenger Hunt

Student Name: ___________________________ Date:________________

Using the textbook First People: The Early Indians of Virginia,
2  Edition by Keith Egloff and Deborah Woodward, published innd

association with the VA Department of Historic Resources by the
University of Virginia Press in 2006, find answers to the following
questions:

1.  Name the FIVE geographic regions of Virginia’s topography (Hint: see
map and search on page 1).

a. _______________________

b. _______________________

c. _______________________

d. _________________________

e. _________________________

2.  Name TWO Indian tribes living on the Coastal Plain region at the time of 1  contact withst

European settlers (e.g., in 1607 at Jamestown).

a. _______________________ b. ___________________________

3.  Name TWO Indian tribes living in the Piedmont region at the time of 1  contact withst

European settlers.

a. _______________________ b. ____________________________

4.  Name FIVE important archaeological sites in Virginia (Hint: See Map on page 5):

a. _______________________

b. _______________________

c. _______________________

d. _________________________

e. _________________________

5.  Name SIX of the eight recognized Indian tribes of Virginia:

a. ________________________________

b. ________________________________

c. ________________________________

d. __________________________

e. __________________________

f. ___________________________



6.  Study the Chronology of Virginia Indian and Old World Events (pg. 7) and determine:

a.  The Earliest Time Period that “OAK trees” appeared in VA ___________________

b.  The Earliest Time Period when Indians made “soapstone vessels”_____________

c.  The Time Period when Indians became “Farmers” _________________________

7.  From the Map on page 9, what were the two North American continental ice sheets called?

a. _____________________________       

b. ________________________________

8.  There are TWO HYPOTHESIS about how “Paleo-Indians” (i.e., the

first people) came to North America, describe them as “From ....   By

......”:

a. _____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

b. _____________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

9.  The THREE Periods of Early Hunters and Dispersed foragers were called Early, Middle and
Later Archaic.  What does the word “archaic” mean (Hint: see page 12)

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

10.  In Paleo-Indian Time, Archaeologists think that the ocean was ___________________ feet
lower that it is today since the ice sheets covering North America and elsewhere have melted.

11.  Looking at the sketch of how early hunter villages might have looked (pg. 15), answer the
following True OR False questions:

a. __________ Early Hunters set up camps along rivers and hilltops near sources of food.
b. __________ Early Hunters worked together to make large huts for extended families.
c. __________ Early Hunters stretched and dried hides of animals like deer for clothes.
d. __________ Early Hunters roamed in small bands.

12.  The spear thrown by Dispersed Foragers was called an “_______________”.



13.  True or False _____________ The axe used by Archaic People changed very little over time.

14.  Native women used pestles and mortars to grind nuts and seeds
into powders (e.g., flour) that could be more easily digested

a. ______________________ were used for grinding and pounding

b ______________________ were hollowed out from use.

15.  Sedentary Foragers in Late Archaic Time, totaled perhaps in the  ________________ of
thousands by number.

16.  Concentrated bands of Sedentary Foragers settled along rivers in the rich _______________
of Virginia’s coastal region because of its new forests and profuse plant and animal life.

17.  Early Indians discovered they could easily make bowls for cooking from

 ____________________.

18.  In the Early Woodland Period, Indians made and used heavy clay pottery to cook and store 

things because they lived in a more _______________________ culture (i.e., didn’t move around
a lot).

19.  In the Middle Woodland Period, Indians lived in small villages (see pg. 28) where individual 

members contributed to the whole by accomplishing _____________________ tasks (i.e., in a
“ranked society”)

20.  Indian FARMERS in the Late Woodland Period lived in __________________(large, small)

villages and depended on intensive ________________________ for most of their food.

21.  In the Late Woodland Period, homes were of two types:

a. ________________________________  b. ____________________________

22.  In the mountains and valleys of SW Virginia, Indians lived at the CROSS-ROADS of Native
American culture.  Name THREE rivers Indians used for transportation in SW VA (pg. 33):

a. ________________________

b ________________________

c. ________________________



23.  Some Indians of the Late Woodland Period drew pictographs on cliff surfaces.  Name FOUR
subjects used in these stylized figures (Hint: see page 34):

a. ________________________

b. ________________________

c. _______________________

d. _______________________

24.  Parallel lines of post-molds and holes of storage and burial pits reveal the edge of a
_______________________________ village to archaeologists (e.g., at the Crab Orchard Site in
Tazewell County, VA).

25.  The people of the Mississippi Mound Building Culture loved to play games of competition.  

One of their games called _______________ involved running and trying to hit a rolling 
stone with arrows or spears.

26.  The Coastal Plain culture was highly developed by the time of first contact with Europeans. 
What are the Indians shown doing in the drawing on page 43 at the following labeled points:

C.______________________________

________________________________

D.______________________________

________________________________

G._____________________________

________________________________

F.______________________________

________________________________
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